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Abstract

Intrinsic brain activity provides the functional framework for the brain’s full repertoire of behavioral responses;
that is, a common mechanism underlies intrinsic and extrinsic neural activity, with extrinsic activity building
upon the underlying baseline intrinsic activity. The generation of a motor movement in response to sensory stim-
ulation is one of the most fundamental functions of the central nervous system. Since saccadic eye movements
are among our most stereotyped motor responses, we hypothesized that individual variability in the ability to
inhibit a prepotent saccade and make a voluntary antisaccade would be related to individual variability in intrin-
sic connectivity. Twenty-three individuals completed the antisaccade task and resting-state functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI). A multivariate analysis of covariance identified relationships between fMRI oscilla-
tions (0.01–0.2 Hz) of resting-state networks determined using high-dimensional independent component anal-
ysis and antisaccade performance (latency, error rate). Significant multivariate relationships between antisaccade
latency and directional error rate were obtained in independent components across the entire brain. Some of the
relationships were obtained in components that overlapped substantially with the task; however, many were
obtained in components that showed little overlap with the task. The current results demonstrate that even in
the absence of a task, spectral power in regions showing little overlap with task activity predicts an individual’s
performance on a saccade task.
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Introduction

It is becoming increasingly apparent that the intrinsic func-
tional architecture of the brain provides a baseline frame-

work for the individual’s full range of extrinsic responses
(Fox et al., 2006; Mennes et al., 2011; Raichle, 2010, 2011;
Smith et al., 2009). Intrinsic connectivity is typically measured
using resting-state blood oxygenation level-dependent func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging (BOLD-fMRI) (Biswal
et al., 1995; Cordes et al., 2001; Fox and Raichle, 2007), a ro-
bust approach that shows high test–retest reliability (Franco

et al., 2013; Shehzad et al., 2009; Zuo et al., 2010b) and a
high degree of concordance across participants and testing
protocols (Biswal et al., 2010). Several different methods
have delineated a large number of reliable and temporally co-
herent networks that subserve critical functions such as vision,
attention, motor planning, and higher-order control (Allen
et al., 2011; Calhoun et al., 2001; Laird et al., 2011; Smith
et al., 2009). Intrinsic connectivity of resting-state networks
shows a high degree of heritability (Fornito et al., 2011;
Glahn et al., 2010), and a range of neuropsychiatric and neu-
rodegenerative illnesses are characterized by alterations in
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intrinsic networks, including schizophrenia and bipolar disor-
der (Calhoun et al., 2009, 2012), autism (Kennedy and
Courchesne, 2008), affective disorder (Anand et al., 2005),
attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (Castellanos et al.,
2008), and Alzheimer’s disease (Li et al., 2002), among oth-
ers. Individual differences in resting-state connectivity are
also linked to individual variability in behavior, from simple
motor responses (Duff et al., 2008; Fox et al., 2007) and sen-
sory processing (Ress et al., 2000) to higher-order processes,
including working memory (Hampson et al., 2006) and exec-
utive control (Mennes et al., 2011). Thus, evidence suggests
that resting-state fMRI indexes the intrinsic starting point
upon which all other activity is built upon (e.g., for tasks, pro-
active and reactive behaviors, executively controlled or prepo-
tent responses).

Resting-state networks are characterized by spontaneous
large-amplitude low-frequency oscillations that are tempo-
rally correlated across functional areas (Allen et al., 2011;
Beckmann et al., 2005; Biswal et al., 1995; Cordes et al.,
2001; Zuo et al., 2010a). Spontaneous BOLD fluctuations
follow a 1/f distribution, with higher power at low frequen-
cies (Zahran et al., 1997). The neural component of func-
tional connectivity is dominated by oscillations within the
0.01–0.1 Hz range, with evidence that oscillations in higher
frequencies (>0.1 Hz) index non-neural signals in the neu-
rovasculature and cerebrospinal fluid (Cordes et al., 2001),
although some recent studies suggest that higher frequencies
may have a neural component (Boubela et al., 2013; Niazy
et al., 2011). Low-frequency oscillation power tends to be
higher in the gray than the white matter of the cortex (Duff
et al., 2008; Zuo et al., 2008, 2010a) and in posterior and me-
dial structures, including visual cortex, posterior cingulate,
precuneus, anterior cingulate, and medial prefrontal cortex
(Ghosh et al., 2008; Zuo et al., 2008, 2010a).

The presence of a task changes the spatial and temporal
dynamics of the intrinsic networks (e.g., Calhoun et al.,
2008; Hampson et al., 2006), and low-frequency oscillation
power during rest predicts performance and the magnitude
of task-related BOLD responses (Fox et al., 2006). This is con-
sistent with the argument that intrinsic and extrinsic BOLD
activities share a common underlying mechanism, and
that extrinsic activity builds upon baseline intrinsic activ-
ity (Fox et al., 2006; Mennes et al., 2011; Raichle, 2010).
In this way, individual variability in extrinsic neural and
behavioral responses is intimately linked to individual var-
iability in intrinsic neural activity.

The generation of a motor movement in response to sensory
stimulation is one of the most fundamental functions of the
central nervous system (Munoz et al., 2000). Saccades are
rapid eye movements that redirect the visual axes to bring suc-
cessive visual images onto the fovea (Enderle, 2002). Saccadic
eye movements are among the fastest (<100 msec, maximal
velocity*500�/sec) and most stereotyped responses in our be-
havioral repertoire (Catz and Thier, 2007; Enderle, 2002). Sac-
cadic tracking is complemented by a fixation mechanism that
keeps the visual image steady on the fovea for detailed visual
analysis. The saccade–fixation process is repeated several hun-
dred thousand times a day and is therefore essential to a variety
of sensorimotor behaviors, from reflexive movements toward
novel stimuli, to remembered sequences of gaze shifts in the
service of task goals (Leigh and Kennard, 2004; Munoz
et al., 2000). The generation of any saccade involves a tradeoff

between bottom-up signals driven by stimulus properties and
top-down signals reflecting current goals and intentions. Sac-
cade parameters are influenced by a range of cognitive pro-
cesses, from lower-order sensory and perceptual processes to
higher-order working memory, attentional, inhibitory, and ex-
ecutive control processes (McDowell et al., 2008). In sum, the
saccadic eye movement system can be considered one of the
most cardinal behavioral control systems in the brain, at
times operating under a high level of automation and, at
other times, under a high level of control.

By far, the most common task to investigate saccadic eye
movement control is the antisaccade task. A correctly exe-
cuted antisaccade requires subjects to fixate on a central stim-
ulus, which is replaced by a sudden onset target presented
peripherally, refrain from looking at the peripheral target,
and direct gaze to its mirror image location. Performance on
antisaccade trials is usually compared with performance on
prosaccade trials, which require visually guided shifts of
gaze to the sudden onset target. The antisaccade task reliably
activates a distributed neural network, encompassing dorsolat-
eral and ventrolateral prefrontal cortices, anterior cingulate,
frontal and supplementary eye fields, motor cortex, thalamus,
basal ganglia, superior and inferior parietal cortex, occipital
cortex, and cerebellum (Jamadar et al., 2013).

Individual variation in the ability to control saccadic eye
movements is related to fMRI activity in the frontal eye fields,
parietal lobe, basal ganglia, occipital lobe, and cerebellum
(Jamadar et al., 2015). Numerous studies have demonstrated
that individual differences in the ability to control saccadic
eye movements can be predictive of underlying neuropathol-
ogy. Impairment in saccadic eye movement control as indexed
by the antisaccade task is currently under investigation as a
biomarker for a range of neuropsychiatric and neurodegener-
ative illnesses, including schizophrenia (Raemaekers et al.,
2002), autism (Luna et al., 2001), affective disorder (Curtis
et al., 2001), attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (O’Dris-
coll et al., 2005), and Alzheimer’s disease (Shafiq-Antonacci
et al., 2003), among others.

Given that saccadic eye movements are (1) often highly
automatic under bottom-up sensory conditions, (2) can be
placed under executive control given attentional and task
constraints, and (3) can be predictive of wider neuropathol-
ogy, individual differences in the ability to control eye move-
ments may be related to intrinsic connectivity of the brain.
While some studies have considered relationships between
interindividual variability in intrinsic connectivity and be-
havior (e.g., Duff et al., 2008; Fox et al., 2007; Mennes
et al., 2011), no study to date has examined the relationship
between intrinsic connectivity and saccadic eye movement
control. This study examines the relationship between inter-
individual variability in resting-state low-frequency oscilla-
tions and saccadic eye movement control, indexed by
performance on the antisaccade task.

High-dimensional independent component analysis (ICA)
(Allen et al., 2011; Kiviniemi et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2009)
was used to examine low-frequency oscillations within func-
tionally discrete regions. The use of high-dimensional ICA
instead of a voxel-wise approach gives an increased specific-
ity of links between intrinsic connectivity in functionally dis-
crete regions and saccadic control. The multivariate analytic
approach optimizes sensitivity to identify cross-modal relation-
ships (resting-state fMRI, behavior) and reduces unnecessary
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testing and hence reliance on multiple comparisons correction
(Allen et al., 2011).

Thus, this study aimed to determine if individual variabil-
ity in the intrinsic connectivity of the brain is related to indi-
vidual variability in the ability to control saccadic eye
movements. It was hypothesized that individual variability
in the intrinsic connectivity of regions known to be involved
in the control of eye movements would predict an individu-
al’s performance on the antisaccade task.

Methods

Participants

Twenty-three healthy individuals (aged 25.8 – 7.1 years, 11
males) participated in this study. Exclusion criteria included
prior exposure to the antisaccade task, current diagnosis of
Axis I disorder, first-degree relative with Axis I disorder, his-
tory of neurological impairment or head trauma, claustropho-
bia, nonmagnetic resonance (MR)-compatible implant, and
pregnancy in females. All participants had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision. Participants were highly educated
(17.2 – 2.8 years of education), showed minimal levels of de-
pression (Beck Depression Inventory M = 4.2, SD = 4.3), and
did not currently use tobacco or recreational drugs.

Stimuli and tasks

The task was programmed in Experiment Builder v.10 (SR
Research, Ontario Canada). Antisaccade, prosaccade, and
null trials were presented in pseudorandomized order (no
more than four repetitions of the same task, no runs of con-
secutive nulls, even number of right and left targets within
task, and no more than four consecutive targets in the same
hemisphere) across four blocks. Participants completed 96
trials of antisaccade, 96 trials of prosaccade, and 28 (15%)
null trials.

The duration of antisaccade and prosaccade trials was
fixed at 5500 msec. Each trial began with the presentation
of a fixation cross (fixation-1 96 · 96 pixels) on a black back-
ground presented for 500, 100, 1500, or 2000 msec random-
ized between trials.1 Fixation-1 was removed and followed
by a blank screen (200 msec), after which the target (filled
circle diameter 96 pixels with 30 · 30 pixel cross hairs in
center) appeared on either the left or right side of the screen
for 1500 msec. The target was followed by a fixation cross
(fixation-2, 96 · 96 pixels) until the end of the trial (duration
varied as a function of fixation-1 duration). For antisaccade
and prosaccade trials, fixation-1 and the target were colored
in one of two cue colors (e.g., magenta = antisaccade, tur-
quoise = prosaccade, or vice versa, counterbalanced between
individuals); fixation-2 was always white. Null trials con-
sisted of a white fixation cross, presented 3500 m and visu-
ally indistinguishable from fixation-2; thus, participants
could not identify when a null trial was in progress.

During resting-state fMRI, participants were instructed to
lie quietly in the scanner for 5 min (116 volumes) with eyes

open; lights were on in the scanner bore and visual projection
turned off.

Procedure

Participants completed a fixed protocol of fMRI of the
antisaccade task (24 min), diffusion tensor imaging (DTI,
21 min), resting-state scan (5 min), and structural scan
(7 min). In this study, we report the behavioral results
obtained during task-based fMRI and resting-state fMRI.
The results of the antisaccade task-based fMRI are reported
in Jamadar and colleagues (2015).

Data acquisition and analysis

Oculomotor data. Horizontal displacement of the eye was
recorded simultaneously with fMRI using an MR-compatible
video-based SR Research EyeLink 1000 system, with a spatial
resolution of 0.01�degrees and a sampling rate of 500 Hz.

In-house software was used to mark the time and location of
target onset and offset, as well as saccade onset and offset. The
onset of the saccade was defined as the time when eye velocity
exceeded 30� per second; the end of a saccade was defined as
the time after saccade onset when eye velocity fell below 10�
per second. Each trial was manually inspected to ensure correct
placement of target and saccade markers, as well as to screen
for any errors. Trials were excluded from further analysis if
they exhibited (1) blinks before 100 msec of the target onset
or during the primary saccade, (2) unstable or poor fixation
on the centrally presented target (– 0.5� from center), (3)
small saccades with amplitude <3�, or (4) anticipatory eye
movements (saccades made within 100 msec of the peripheral
target appearing).

Latency of the primary saccade was defined as the time dif-
ference between target onset and the primary saccade onset.
Directional errors were defined as trials in which a prosaccade
was made during an antisaccade trial, or in which an antisac-
cade was made during a prosaccade trial. The proportion of tri-
als, in which a directional error was made, was calculated for
both pro- and antisaccades as the (number of trials with a di-
rectional error/total number of trials analyzed) · 100.

MR image data. MR images were acquired on a Siemens
Skyra 3T wide-bore scanner with a 32-channel head coil. fMRI
during rest was acquired using a T2*-weighted GRAPPA (ac-
celeration factor = 2, partial Fourier = 6/8) echo-planar imaging
(EPI) sequence (ascending axial acquisition, 116 volumes,
TR = 2.5 sec, TE = 30 msec, FOV = 192 mm, acquisition
matrix = 64 · 64, 44 slices, 3 · 3 · 3 mm voxels). Structural
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was acquired using a
T1-weighted 3D MPRAGE sequence (TR = 1900 msec,
TE = 2.43 msec, flip angle = 9�, matrix = 192 · 192 m, voxel
size = 0.6 · 0.6 · 0.6 mm, 256 slices).

MRI data were analyzed with SPM8 (Wellcome Department
of Cognitive Neurology, London). For resting-state fMRI, the
first five images were discarded to account for T1 saturation ef-
fects. EPI slice acquisition timing differences were corrected
using the central slice as reference, realigned to the first non-
dummy image, and coregistered to their individual structural
scans. Structural scans were then segmented using the unified
segmentation algorithm in SPM8, which jointly segments and
derives parameters to normalize from subject to Montreal Neu-
rological Institute (MNI) space. Functional and structural scans

1This manipulation was used to introduce jitter into our design,
thereby improving the estimation of the hemodynamic response of
individual trials (Dale, 1999). It is possible, however, that this
manipulation inadvertently introduced a task difficulty confound;
see Ruge and colleagues (2013) for a discussion of such effects.
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were then normalized to the MNI template using these param-
eters and spatially smoothed using a 6 · 6 · 6 mm full-width
half maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel. For all participants,
motion was less than a voxel.

Multivariate covariate analysis. Mancovan (v1.0) (Allen
et al., 2011), as implemented in GIFT (v3.0a, http://mialab
.mrn.org/software/gift), was used to examine relationships be-
tween resting-state fMRI time course spectra and antisaccade
behavior. Analysis was conducted in three steps: (1) a high-
dimensional ICA, (2) identification of resting-state, noise, and
mixed-signal networks, and (3) Mancovan of resting-state net-
work time course spectra and behavioral measures.

High-dimensional ICA. Preprocessed images were en-
tered into Group ICA implemented in GIFT (Calhoun and
Adali, 2012; Calhoun et al., 2001). Group ICA was conducted
in several steps. Subject-specific principal component analysis
(PCA) retained 111 principal components (PCs) using standard
economy-size decomposition (Erhardt et al., 2011). The PCs
for each subject were then concatenated into a single group
of 2553 PCs (111 PCs ·23 subjects) and then reduced to 75 in-
dependent components (ICs) using the infomax approach (Bell
and Sejnowski, 1995); ICA was repeated 20 times using the
ICASSO approach to estimate the reliability of decomposition.
Individual subject images and time courses were back-
reconstructed using the GICA-3 algorithm (Erhardt et al.,
2011) and scaled to Z scores. Components averaged across
all subjects were calculated with a one-sample t-test and
thresholded at false discovery rate-corrected p < 0.001.

Identification of resting-state networks. A subset of ICs
were identified as resting-state networks using a combination
of visual inspection of aggregate IC spatial maps and objec-
tive component metrics, following the approach of Allen and
colleagues (2011). Each IC spatial map was rated as a defi-
nite/probable artifact, mixed signal, or definite/probable
resting-state network based on similarity to previously pub-
lished high-dimensional ICA (Allen et al., 2011; Kiviniemi
et al., 2009) and spatial overlap with known vascular, ven-
tricular, motion, and susceptibility artifacts.

IC spectra were then characterized using two objective met-
rics of resting-state ICs (Robinson et al., 2009): dynamic range,
defined as the difference between the peak power and the min-
imum power to the right of the peak; and power ratio, defined
as the ratio of the integral of spectral power below 0.10 Hz to
the integral of power between 0.15 and 0.25 Hz. Dynamic
range and power ratio were then plotted against each other
(Fig. 1). Previous results have shown that known resting-
state networks tend to cluster in the upper right of the spectral
features plot and known artifact-related components clustered
in the lower left of the plot, with mixed components scattered
through the middle (Allen et al., 2011; Robinson et al., 2009).
Based on this plot, the categorization of ICs previously listed
as probable artifact or resting state was refined as definite arti-
fact or resting-state networks.

Following this systematic categorization, 48 ICs were
identified as resting-state networks, 5 as mixed signal, and
22 as artifact. Remaining components showed ICASSO sta-
bility Iq > 0.9.

Mancovan covariate analysis. For full details of the
Mancovan approach implemented in GIFT, see Allen et al.

(2011). The multivariate selection strategy reported by
Allen and colleagues (2011) was used as implemented in
Mancovan (v1.0) in the GIFT toolbox (v3.0a) to examine
the relationship between resting-state network time course
spectra and antisaccade performance. In this approach, mul-
tivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) is used to test
whether each predictor explains variability in the multivari-
ate response. Significant multivariate results are then fol-
lowed by pairwise univariate contrasts (corrected for
multiple comparisons) to identify regions of the time course
spectra that significantly covary with performance.

Multivariate analysis involves defining the design matrix,
choosing the feature of interest (time course spectra) and re-
ducing dimensionality, and model selection.

The design matrix included the following main effects: anti-
saccade latency, antisaccade directional error rate, prosaccade
latency, and prosaccade directional error rate; and the follow-
ing interactions: antisaccade latency with directional error rate,
prosaccade latency with directional error rate, antisaccade la-
tency with prosaccade latency, and antisaccade directional
error rate with prosaccade directional error rate. Rotational
and translational movement parameters were included as cova-
riates of no interest. Prosaccade performance and interactions
(with antisaccades) were modeled to ensure the results were
specific to the cognitive processes involved in antisaccade tri-
als, beyond baseline saccadic processes indexed by prosac-
cade trials. Directional error rate for both trial types was log
transformed to account for the non-normal distribution (both
Shapiro–Wilks p < 0.007). Movement parameters were in-
cluded as covariates of no interest (nuisance predictors) as
Allen and colleagues (2011) showed that it improves estimates
for predictors of interest. Nuisance predictors were not strongly
associated with covariates of interest (all p > 0.245).

For the identified resting-state ICs, the time course spectra
were estimated on detrended subject-specific time courses
using the method implemented in the Mancovan toolbox
(v1.0), which implements the multitaper approach of
Chronux (http://chronux.org) with the time-bandwidth

FIG. 1. Scatterplot of dynamic range vs. low-: high-
frequency power ratio for IC time course spectra. ICs were
categorized as resting-state networks (RSNs, blue), noise
(red), or mixed signal (orange) by a combination of visual in-
spection and spectral characteristics. IC, independent com-
ponent.
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product set to three and the number of tapers set to five
(Mitra and Bokil, 2008). Individual subject time course
spectra were log-transformed, which is useful because it
normalizes the highly skewed power distribution, and a re-
sponse matrix was then formed by concatenation of the
subject response vectors. Spectra with 65 frequency bins
were reduced to 10 dimensions using PCA.

In model selection, for each of the ICs, the MANCOVA
model predicting spectral power was reduced to include
only the predictor terms not associated with higher-order in-
teractions ( p < 0.01) using backward selection, as imple-
mented in mStepwise in the MATLAB (R2011b, The
MathWorks) MANCOVAN toolbox (www.mathworks.com/
matlabcentral/fileexchange/27014-mancovan).

Following this multivariate analysis, univariate tests were
conducted to determine which spectral bins are associated
with performance. Univariate models were fit to the original
(not dimension-reduced) data to test the association with
antisaccade latency and directional error rate. Associations
were visualized by plotting the log of the p-value with the
sign of the associated t-statistic (�sign(t)log10p) to provide
information of the directionality and statistical strength of
the association. Components showing significant relation-
ship with behavior in single nonconsecutive time bins are
shown in Figure 5, but are not discussed further.

Results

Behavioral results

Full behavioral results are reported in Jamadar and col-
leagues (2015), but a summary is presented here for complete-
ness. Behavioral results are shown in Figure 2. Latency and
directional error rate data were analyzed with separate two-
trial (antisaccade, prosaccade) repeated-measures ANOVA.
Antisaccade trials were performed slower (F(1,22) = 82.21,
p < 0.001) and showed a higher directional error rate
(F(1,22) = 12.85, p = 0.002) than prosaccade trials.

fMRI results

The spatial maps of the 48 selected resting-state networks
are shown in Figure 3. MNI coordinates, anatomical labels,
and T values for the maxima within each IC are shown in
Table 1. The identified resting-state networks were compat-
ible with those obtained by previous studies using high-
dimensional ICA (Allen et al., 2011; Kiviniemi et al., 2009).

Results for the multivariate covariate analysis are shown
in Figure 4 for the behavioral main effects (latency and direc-

tional error rate for antisaccade and prosaccade trials), the
behavioral interactions (antisaccade latency with antisaccade
error, antisaccade latency with prosaccade latency, antisac-
cade error with prosaccade error, prosaccade latency with
prosaccade error), and nuisance predictors (rotation, transla-
tion). In this map, ICs are sorted anatomically, then by over-
lap with antisaccade greater than baseline task fMRI maps
from Jamadar and colleagues (2015).

In general, antisaccade performance was related to time
course spectra throughout the brain, particularly ICs in fron-
tal, frontoparietal, motor, visual, and cerebellar regions. As
can be seen from Figure 4, prosaccade performance main ef-
fects and interactions were retained in the final model, sup-
porting the argument that these terms are necessary to
improve the estimates of antisaccade performance and
time course spectra correlations. Prosaccade performance
was related to ICs in frontal, frontoparietal, motor, basal
ganglia, and cerebellar regions. Consistent with Allen and
colleagues (2011), rotation and translation covariates of
no interest were retained in the final model, suggesting
that these movement-related parameters are required to im-
prove the estimates of the covariates of interest.

To follow-up the multivariate results, univariate tests on the
two performance metrics of most interest, antisaccade latency
and directional error rate, were conducted and are shown in
Figure 5.

Antisaccade latency was positively related to spectral power
in a number of components, including frontal component F4,
which showed strongest loadings in bilateral frontopolar cor-
tex; component F6, which has strongest loadings in anterior
cingulate; motor component M4, which showed highest load-
ing in right supplementary motor area (supplementary eye
fields) and bilateral precentral gyri (frontal eye fields); cerebel-
lar component C1, which showed highest loadings in bilateral
cerebellar lobule VI (culmen); component C2, which showed
highest loadings in right cerebellar lobule VIII (tonsil); and
OC4, which showed highest loadings in the right lingual gyrus.

The antisaccade directional error rate was related to spectral
power in component F1, which showed strongest loadings in
frontopolar cortex; component F8, which showed strongest
loadings in medial frontal gyrus (frontal eye fields); default
mode components, DM1 and DM2, which showed strongest
loadings in orbitofrontal cortex and posterior cingulate, re-
spectively; component TP1, which showed strongest loadings
in bilateral inferior parietal lobule; and occipital components,
OC5 and OC6, which showed strongest loadings in bilateral
lingual and middle occipital gyri, respectively.

FIG. 2. Antisaccade and prosaccade trial
latency (left) and directional error rate
(right). Error bars show standard error.
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Discussion

Behavior–intrinsic connectivity relationships

Significant multivariate relationships between antisaccade
latency and directional error rate were obtained in indepen-
dent components across the entire brain. While some of the
significant relationships were obtained in components that
overlapped substantially with the known ocular motor net-
work (e.g., frontal, motor, and cerebellar ICs), many were
obtained in components that show little overlap with the oc-
ular motor network (e.g., temporal ICs). This is consistent
with a previous study by Baria and colleagues (2011) who
showed that frequency-specific energy changes in resting-
state networks in the presence of a task often occur outside
of regions explicitly involved in the task. In other words,
in the presence of a task, global and local energies are ex-
changed between frequency bands in a widespread network
of regions that may or may not overlap with the task.

Follow-up univariate analyses showed that antisaccade
latency was related to intrinsic fluctuations in a number
of regions, including frontopolar cortex, anterior cingulate,
supplementary eye fields, lingual gyrus, and cerebellar lob-
ules VI and VIII. Directional error rate was related to in-
trinsic fluctuations across multiple components spanning
frontopolar cortex, frontal eye fields, default mode regions,
and visual areas. Importantly, our results suggest that in-
creased high-frequency fluctuations in these regions are asso-
ciated with more cautious performance—that is, increased
spectral high-frequency spectral power is associated with
both increased antisaccade latency and decreased error rate,
consistent with a speed–accuracy tradeoff. Thus, an individu-
al’s intrinsic high-frequency spectral power may be predictive
of the level of caution exerted when performing a cognitively
demanding task.

A number of the regions found to be related to antisaccade
behavior are highly implicated in the ocular motor network
that is engaged during the antisaccade task, including the an-
terior cingulate, frontal and supplementary eye fields, and
cerebellum ( Jamadar et al., 2013, 2015). The anterior cingu-

late is important for conflict and error monitoring on
interference-prone antisaccade trials, eliciting a signal for
greater cognitive control in high interference contexts
(Ford et al., 2005). The frontal and supplementary eye fields
are important for the preparation of the voluntary saccade
(Pierrot-Deseilligny et al., 2004), with the supplementary
eye field particularly involved in initiating the signal to in-
hibit the prepotent prosaccade response (Schlag-Rey et al.,
1994). The two cerebellar components appear to overlap sub-
stantially with the hemispheric ocular motor region dis-
cussed by Prsa and Thier (2013), which is involved in the
cognitive control of eye movements. Relationships between
the intrinsic connectivity of the frontopolar cortex and be-
havior are consistent with this region’s role in higher-order
cognitive control. This region is believed to play a role in
branching control, allowing an ongoing task to be interrupted
and maintained in a pending state while another is being per-
formed and to be quickly returned to after the intermediate
task is completed (Koechlin and Summerfield, 2007). In
the current context, the latency and accuracy of the antisac-
cade may therefore be related to the effectiveness of the in-
dividual’s ability to pause the prepotent prosaccade response
until the antisaccade task requirement is completed.

Thus, many of our brain–behavior relationships were
obtained in regions involved in cognitive control and re-
ducing conflict and interference. Most models of antisac-
cade performance postulate that inhibition of the prepotent
prosaccade response is critical for successful performance of
an antisaccade (e.g., Everling and Fischer, 1998; Isoda and
Hikosaka, 2011; Massen, 2004; Munoz and Everling, 2004).
In classic serial models of the antisaccade task, increased la-
tency for antisaccade compared with prosaccade trials is due
to the requirement to inhibit the prepotent prosaccade re-
sponse and inversion of the target location into a voluntary
motor command to look away from the target (Everling and
Fischer, 1998). In more recent competition-based models,
at target onset, there is competition between the prepotent pro-
saccade response and goal-directed antisaccade response—if
the antisaccade response is computed fast enough, it reaches

FIG. 3. Forty-eight resting-
state networks entered into
the Mancovan analysis. ICs
were sorted by anatomy, then
by overlap with the task ac-
tivation maps reported by
Jamadar and colleagues
(2015). Components are la-
beled according to their ana-
tomical location (e.g.,
Frontal, Parietal), then ranked
by overlap with task activa-
tion map. See Table 1 for
MNI coordinates of maxima
and T values for each IC.
B.G., basal ganglia; C, cere-
bellum; DM, default mode;
F, frontal; F.P., frontoparie-
tal; M, motor; OC, occipital;
P, parietal; T, temporal; T.P.,
temporoparietal.
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Table 1. MNI Coordinates, Anatomical Labels, Brodmann Areas, and T Values

for the Maxima in Each Independent Component

IC # Maxima MNI Maxima label BAs T max

Frontal
F1 0, 47, 22 Superior medial frontal gyrus 9, 8, 10 24.06
F2 �24, 5, 58 L superior frontal gyrus 6, 8, 7, 4, 3 20.87
F3 6, 11, 64 R superior frontal gyrus 6 18.45
F4 �45, 44, �2 L middle frontal gyrus 10 17.47
F5 36, 17, �14 R inferior frontal gyrus 47, 32 26.69
F6 6, 44, 13 R anterior cingulate 10, 32, 9, 24 25.68
F7 �6, 32, �11 L orbitofrontal gyrus 11 23.33
F8 9, 41, 52 R superior medial frontal gyrus 8, 6 29.29
F9 �45, 11, 28 L inferior frontal gyrus 9, 47, 45, 40, 8 20.78
F10 48, 35, 16 R inferior frontal gyrus 10, 46, 45 19.69
F11 �27, 38, 40 L middle frontal gyrus 10, 9, 32, 8 21.87
F12 51, 32, 25 R middle frontal gyrus 9, 46 20.76

Default mode
DM1 �3, 56, �8 L orbitofrontal gyrus 10, 31 25.57
DM2 6, �67, 13 R posterior cingulate 18, 19, 31, 30, 7 25.91
DM3 6, �58, 10 R posterior cingulate 31, 30 21.35
DM4 0, �55, 31 Posterior cingulate/precuneus 7, 31 23.51

Frontoparietal
FP1 �45, �64, 31 L angular gyrus 7, 40, 39, 31, 10, 8 25.70
FP2 42, �67, 46 R angular gyrus 40, 39, 7, 8, 10, 9 19.14

Motor
M1 6, 8, 49 R supplementary motor area 6, 32, 24 19.16
M2 �57, �4, 31 L precentral gyrus 6, 4, 3 19.51
M3 36, �31, 64 R precentral gyrus 6, 4, 3 19.82
M4 3, �22, 76 R supplementary motor area 6, 4, 5 21.43
M5 51, �25, 52 R precentral/postcentral gyrus 40, 6, 4, 3, 2 21.81
M6 36, �31, 64 R precentral gyrus 40 19.85

Basal ganglia
BG1 30, 5, �11 R putamen 17.97

Parietal
P1 36, 17, �14 R superior parietal lobule 7, 5, 3 22.26
P2 �21, �73, 43 L superior parietal lobule 7, 19, 40 24.89
P3 0, �55, 70 Precuneus 7 29.82
P4 �45, �34, 52 L inferior parietal lobule 40, 6, 7 23.98
P5 54, �37, 49 R inferior parietal lobule 40, 31 22.51

Cerebellum
C1 �30, �43, �38 L cerebellum lobule VI/culmen 13.42
C2 42, �55, �38 R cerebellum lobule VIII/tonsil 19.36

Temporal
T1 60, �19, 10 R superior temporal gyrus 22, 13 19.83
T2 48, �7, 1 R superior temporal gyrus 22, 13 22.95
T3 54, �34, �5 R middle temporal gyrus 21, 22, 20 19.97
T4 �48, 8, �11 L superior temporal gyrus 22 15.70
T5 �39, 14, �26 L superior temporal pole 21, 38 19.17
T6 �57, �52, 22 L middle temporal gyrus 22, 40, 39 21.69
T7 �33, 8, �23 L superior temporal pole 38 20.25

Temporoparietal
TP1 �57, �34, 22 L inferior parietal lobule 40, 6, 4, 3 20.41

Occipital
OC1 0, �94, 13 Cuneus 18, 17, 19 26.33
OC2 0, �88, 16 Cuneus 19, 18, 17 21.61
OC3 24, �64, �14 R fusiform gyrus 19, 18 17.16
OC4 �33, �73, �23 L lingual gyrus/declive 19, 18 18.22
OC5 21, �91, �11 L lingual gyrus 18, 19, 17 21.19
OC6 �45, �64, 7 L middle occipital/temporal gyrus 19, 37 20.31
OC7 42, �64, �20 R fusiform gyrus 37, 19 19.08
OC8 21, �82, �23 R lingual gyrus/declive 18 13.43

MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; BAs, Brodmann areas; IC #, independent component number.
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threshold and is executed. However, if the prosaccade response
reaches threshold quicker than the antisaccade response, an er-
roneous prosaccade response is elicited. Thus, in these models,
an inhibitory process is critical to ensure the antisaccade re-
sponse reaches threshold before the prosaccade response
(Isoda and Hikosaka, 2011; Munoz and Everling, 2004).
Thus, the current finding that resting-state oscillations in re-
gions involved in cognitive control and inhibiting a response
are related to antisaccade latency and error rate suggests that
individual variability in the intrinsic connectivity state of
these regions predicts an individual’s cautiousness in per-
forming a goal-directed task in a high interference context.

Both antisaccade latency and directional error rate were
also related to intrinsic connectivity in higher visual cortex
(lingual gyrus). While not usually considered an oculomotor
or antisaccade region, the lingual gyrus is consistently acti-

vated in the antisaccade task during both antisaccade and
prosaccade trials ( Jamadar et al., 2013). The lingual gyrus
is traditionally linked to color processing and knowledge
(Chao and Martin, 1999; Miceli et al., 2001; including intrin-
sic connectivity of the region, Wang et al., 2013), and given
that in the present paradigm the currently relevant task (anti-
saccade/prosaccade) was cued by color cues, it appears
straightforward to conclude that color processing of the
cue accounts for these results. However, a number of factors
lead us to argue that the lingual gyrus may play an important,
as yet unappreciated, role in antisaccade task performance, in-
cluding (1) the consistency of activation of the lingual gyrus
across multiple studies and paradigm designs (reviewed in
Jamadar et al., 2013); (2) our recent finding that lingual
gyrus shows increased fMRI activity following antisaccade
training, and that training-related neural changes in the lingual

FIG. 4. Multivariate results from the reduced MANCOVA model showing the significance of covariates and their interac-
tions for time course spectra. Gray cells indicate terms that were removed from the full model during backward selection. See
Figure 3 for component maps and Table 1 for component MNI coordinates and anatomical labels. AS, antisaccade; CER,
cerebellum; PS, prosaccade; MANCOVA, multivariate analysis of covariance.

FIG. 5. (A) Univariate results
for the components that showed
a significant relationship with
antisaccade latency (left) and
antisaccade directional error
rate (right). (B) Time course
spectra and component maps
for ICs that showed significant
univariate relationship with
antisaccade latency and direc-
tional error rate. IC #, indepen-
dent component number.
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gyrus are associated with training-related changes in perfor-
mance (Jamadar et al., 2015); and (3) our current finding
that increased intrinsic connectivity in this region is associated
with better performance (faster latency, reduced error rate). It
has been proposed that the lingual gyrus is involved in estab-
lishing a representation of visual stimuli for the use of orienta-
tion (Aguirre et al., 1998) and with learning of visuospatial and
visuomotor contingencies (Nemmi et al., 2013). Total bilateral
infarction of the lingual gyri leads to bilateral altitudinal hemi-
anopia (defective vision in upper or lower visual hemifields)
and selectively impairs visuospatial and visuomotor learning,
with no impairment on color processing, visually guided reach-
ing, or visual smooth pursuit (Bogousslavsky et al., 1987). We
argue that the lingual gyrus may be involved in the transforma-
tion between the visual input and the required motor response.
In most models of the antisaccade task, the process of vector
inversion—the translation of the visual location of the target
to the mirror image location—is localized to the intraparietal
sulcus (Brown et al., 2006; Medendorp et al., 2005; Pierrot-
Deseilligny et al., 2004). We argue that the lingual gyrus
may play an important role in the visuospatial aspects of the
inversion, particularly those related to mapping the orientation
of the target. This information may then be parsed to the
nearby intraparietal sulcus for the process of inverting this
visuospatial information to the mirror image location for the re-
quired motor response.

High-dimensional resting-state networks

A high-dimensional ICA was used to extract independent
components that index functionally discrete regions of the
brain. This approach was adopted to increase the spatial spec-
ificity of links between behavior and intrinsic connectivity.
While the traditional approach to resting-state fMRI analysis
is to estimate a low model order (number of ICs *20; see
Laird et al., 2011 for a review), it is becoming increasingly
recognized that the resulting components represent the sum-
mation of multiple subcomponents (Kiviniemi et al., 2009)
that may show quite distinct patterns of neural activity
(Baria et al., 2011). Higher model order decomposition of
resting-state fMRI has been shown to yield refined compo-
nents that correspond to known anatomical and functional seg-
mentations (Allen et al., 2011; Kiviniemi et al., 2009; Smith
et al., 2009).

The high-dimensional ICA yielded 48 resting-state net-
works, an order of magnitude similar to previous studies
(Balsters et al., 2013; Kiviniemi et al., 2009; Smith et al.,
2009; but see Allen and colleagues [2011] who used a
more stringent network selection criterion). Consistent with
previous reports, these resting-state networks together cov-
ered almost the entire brain, excluding regions close to re-
gions of known vascular, ventricular, and susceptibility
artifacts. Power spectra of the resting-state networks showed
the expected 1/f distribution (Zahran et al., 1997) with high-
est amplitude power in low frequencies, and diminishing
power in high frequencies (see Figure 5B for representative
power spectra plots).

The strength of the high-dimensional ICA is that one can
detect different relationships between individual constituents
of a network and behavior. For example, DM1 and DM2
components showed different relationships with antisaccade
error rate: for DM1, greater low-frequency power was asso-

ciated with higher antisaccade error rate, whereas for DM2,
greater high-frequency power was associated with reduced
antisaccade error rate. Thus, poorer performance in the anti-
saccade task is related to greater low-frequency connectivity
in the orbitofrontal-medial posterior cingulate DMN network
and less high-frequency connectivity in the right posterior
cingulate DMN network. This suggests that both low- and
high-frequency power within the same network can have dis-
tinguishable effects on behavioral performance.

Implications or models of intrinsic connectivity
and saccadic control

The current findings add to and extend the literature link-
ing variability in intrinsic connectivity to variability in task
performance and fMRI activation (Duff et al., 2008; Fox
et al., 2007; Hampson et al., 2006; Mennes et al., 2011). Per-
formance on the antisaccade task was related to intrinsic con-
nectivity in a broad range of regions, some that showed little
overlap with task activation maps (multivariate analysis; Fig-
ure 4). This extends the recent findings of Baria and col-
leagues (2011) who showed that in the presence of a task,
local and global spectral power changed primarily in regions
not activated by the task, shifting the energy profile from low
frequency to higher frequency bands. They found that power
in the 0.05–0.1 and 0.10–0.15 Hz ranges was most affected
by this shifting profile—the bands in which many of the uni-
variate behavior–intrinsic connectivity relationships were
found. The current results extend this finding to show that
even in the absence of a task, spectral power within these
bands and in regions showing little overlap with task activity
predicts task performance.

In sum, the current results are consistent with models that
posit that intrinsic brain activity provides the baseline for the in-
dividual’s range of extrinsic behavioral responses (Fox et al.,
2006; Mennes et al., 2011; Raichle, 2010). Together with the
results of Baria and colleagues (2011), the results show that
the baseline neural framework for behavior extends outside
of the task-related network, and this extended framework is pre-
dictive of task-related behavior. While the current results can
only show that the intrinsic connectivity baseline predicts
task performance on the antisaccade task, it is likely that the
baseline connectivity predicts behavior on most cognitive tasks.

Notably, antisaccade latency and error rate were related to
medium- to high-frequency power in a number of compo-
nents. High-frequency power was related to increased latency
and decreased error rate in frontopolar cortex, anterior cingu-
late, frontal and supplementary eye fields, and lingual gyrus—
suggesting that high-frequency power in this component con-
tributes to individual differences in speed–accuracy tradeoff.
Resting-state networks are usually characterized as low-
frequency oscillations, and it is commonly held that the neu-
ral sources of BOLD signal fluctuations occur below 0.1 Hz,
with cardiac, respiratory, and other sources of signal fluctu-
ation occurring above this frequency (Cordes et al., 2001).
Recent evidence suggests, however, that neural sources can
be identified in oscillations higher than the traditional 0.1 Hz
cutoff (Baria et al., 2011; Boubela et al., 2013; Niazy et al.,
2011; Zuo et al., 2010a). Baria and colleagues (2011) showed
both global and local changes in low-frequency (0.01–0.1 Hz)
and high-frequency (0.1–0.2 Hz) power in the presence of a
task. A recent study by Balsters and colleagues (2013) using
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the Mancovan approach showed that low-frequency power (in
networks that both overlapped or did not overlap with the task)
was related to better working memory performance, whereas
higher frequency power was related to worse performance.
They speculated that an increase in higher frequency oscilla-
tions might be indicative of reduced connectivity within the
functional network. Such a clear dissociation was not obtained
here. Power in the 0.1–0.2 Hz range was related to more cau-
tious performance (slower latency and reduced error rate), sug-
gesting that connectivity within this range may contribute to
individual differences in speed–accuracy tradeoff rather than
a clear reduction in performance as suggested by Balsters
and colleagues (2013). The current results add to this growing
body of literature that suggests that higher frequency oscilla-
tions >0.10 Hz contribute to behavioral and task activation var-
iability.

The current results also have implications for models of
saccade control, suggesting that individual variability in
the ability to control eye movements is related to the individ-
ual’s intrinsic level of activity both within and outside of the
traditional oculomotor network. As noted in the Introduction
section, many conditions are characterized by a deficit in oc-
ulomotor control, including schizophrenia (Raemaekers
et al., 2002), attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (O’Driscoll
et al., 2005), multiple sclerosis (Fielding et al., 2009), and
Huntington’s disease (Lasker and Zee, 1997), among others.
Given that many of these illnesses are also characterized
by changes in intrinsic connectivity (schizophrenia: Calhoun
et al., 2009; attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder: Castellanos
et al., 2008; multiple sclerosis: Bonavita et al., 2011; Hun-
tington’s disease: Werner et al., 2014), it is possible that
antisaccade performance and activation differences between
neuropsychiatric/neurodegenerative groups and healthy
controls are due to the underlying differences in intrinsic
connectivity between groups rather than a specific impair-
ment in oculomotor control per se. That is, if a group has a
lower baseline activity or starting point than healthy controls,
then expending a similar level of effort or energy when per-
forming the task will result in lower activation levels and
performance. Future studies should explore whether the dif-
ferences in oculomotor control seen in neuropsychiatric/neu-
rodegenerative groups are distinguishable from intrinsic
connectivity differences.

Limitations and conclusions

The current study demonstrated that individual differences
in intrinsic connectivity are related to individual differences
in antisaccade task performance. The primary limitation of
the study is that physiological data were not recorded concur-
rently with resting-state fMRI. To clearly rule out the possi-
bility that oscillations >0.1 Hz are related to artifactual
sources, it is necessary to record physiological data of car-
diac and respiratory signals. We believe that a number of
these sources would have been removed during the rigorous
resting-state component selection (which included visual in-
spection and a measure of dynamic power vs. low- to high-
frequency power ratio) and therefore variance related to
non-neural signals should have been minimized. In addition,
we note the growing number of studies reporting neural sig-
nals in frequencies >0.1 Hz (Allen et al., 2011; Baria et al.,
2011; Boubela et al., 2013; Niazy et al., 2011; Zuo et al.,

2010a). Nonetheless, in the absence of physiological record-
ings, the possibility cannot be ruled out that the relationship
obtained between latency/error rate and high-frequency
power is related to non-neural signals.

A second potential limitation of the current study is that all
participants completed the resting-state fMRI scan after the
task fMRI scan. For all participants, resting-state fMRI ac-
quisition occurred after a DTI acquisition; that is, at least
21 min after the task fMRI acquisition. Previous studies
have shown that the connectivity properties of intrinsic net-
works are altered in the period immediately following a cog-
nitive task (Barnes et al., 2009; Duff et al., 2008; Waites
et al., 2005). However, since Barnes and colleagues (2009)
found that resting-state connectivity returned to baseline
(i.e., nonsignificantly different from resting-state connectivity
measured before task performance) by around 6 min post-task,
we believe that contamination of resting-state connectivity
measures from previous task performance in the current
study is negligible.

It should also be noted that due to the use of high-
dimensional ICA, this study is primarily examining intrinsic
connectivity at a local level rather than at the network level,
as is possible with low-dimensional ICA. We chose to use a
high-dimensional ICA to increase the specificity of the behav-
ior–intrinsic connectivity relationships within functionally
defined regions. Network-level relationships as predicted by
low-dimensional ICA can be obtained from high-dimensional
ICA by analyzing the functional network connectivity of
higher-model ICA (Jafri et al., 2008). Future studies may
wish to examine how individual differences in intrinsic con-
nectivity at the network level contribute to saccade control.

In sum, the current results are consistent with the argu-
ment that intrinsic brain activity provides the functional
framework for the brain’s full behavioral repertoire (Fox
et al., 2006; Mennes et al., 2011; Raichle, 2010) and may
contribute to individual differences in speed–accuracy trade-
off of eye movements. Saccadic eye movements in response
to a visual target are one of the most cardinal and stereotyped
responses in our behavioral repertoire (Munoz et al., 2000),
and individual differences in the control of saccadic eye
movement are related to individual differences in intrinsic
connectivity, both within regions involved in the task and
in regions not directly involved in the task.
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